Tactical planning models for liner shipping problems such as network design and fleet deployment usually minimize the total cost or maximize the total profit subject to constraints including ship availability, service frequency, ship capacity, and transshipment. Most models in the literature do not consider slot-purchasing, multi-type containers, empty container repositioning, or ship repositioning, and they formulate the numbers of containers to transport as continuous variables. This paper develops a mixed-integer linear programming model that captures all these elements. It further examines from the theoretical point of view the additional computational burden introduced by incorporating these elements in the planning model. Extensive numerical experiments are conducted to evaluate the effects of the elements on tactical planning decisions. Results demonstrate that slot-purchasing and empty container repositioning have the largest impact on tactical planning decisions and relaxing the numbers of containers as continuous variables has little impact on the decisions. 
Introduction
Container liner shipping is the transportation of containerized cargo on regularly scheduled service routes. Global liner container shipping companies such as Maersk Line and OOCL announce their services in terms of port rotations and schedules on their websites to attract container shipment demand Brouer et al., 2013) . Containerships must adhere to the announced port rotations and schedules no matter whether they are fully loaded or not. Unlike tramp shipping where ships operate in view of realized demand, liner shipping companies design their shipping services by anticipating future demand, and the designed services are operated consecutively for a planning horizon of 3 to 6 months (Christiansen et al., 2004) . As a consequence, a large proportion of the total operating cost is determined once the liner shipping services are designed.
The design of liner shipping services at the tactical planning level, which covers a planning horizon of 3 to 6 months, mainly involves port rotation design and ship fleet deployment . Port rotation design determines the itinerary of ships, i.e., which port to visit first, which port to visit second, etc. Port rotation design is often referred to as network design (ND) in liner shipping literature. Fleet deployment (FD) decides the type and number of ships to assign to each port rotation. The input for ND and FD includes port profiles, ship fleet, and container shipment demand. Studies on ND and FD in liner shipping usually minimize the total cost for fulfilling all the container shipment demands or maximize the total profit by choosing only profitable containers to transport. The constraints considered generally include ship availability, which indicates that the number of ships deployed cannot exceed the available number of ships; weekly services, which means that each port of call is visited once a week to ensure the required level of service; ship capacity constraint, which implies that ships cannot carry more containers than their loading capacity; and transshipment, which stipulates that containers can be transferred from one ship to another during trips from their origin ports to their destination ports.
In this paper, we analyze 5 elements in container liner shipping that are seldom mentioned in existing tactical planning models. Table 1 summarizes relevant literature, including the problem addressed (network design or fleet deployment), whether the objective minimizes cost or maximizes profit (column "Obj"), whether slot-purchasing is allowed (column "Slot", element 1), whether the number of containers transported is modeled as an integer (column "Int", element 2), whether multi-type containers are considered (column "Multi-type", element 3), whether empty container repositioning is incorporated (column "ECR", element 4), and whether ship repositioning is investigated (column "Ship repo", element 5). For a general overview on container liner shipping, see Meng et al. (2013) . The first element is slot-purchasing. Similar to airlines, liner shipping companies also cooperate and form alliances to share capacity on assets and infrastructures setup and capital costs. For example, APL, HMM, and MOL form the New World Alliance; Hapag-Lloyd, NYK, OOCL, and MISC form Grand Alliance. A shipping company often purchases ship slots from other members in its alliance if its own shipping capacity is insufficient for demand. Usually the slot-purchasing price is much lower than the market price for shippers. Alvarez (2009) imposed a "penalty cost" for not fulfilling all demands. Meng and Wang (2012) , Wang and Meng (2012a) and have allowed a shipping company to buy slots to fulfill its demands. We will investigate whether it is reasonable to minimize total cost while fulfilling all the demands and not allowing slot-purchasing.
The second one is integer number of containers. The number of containers that are handled or transported is an integer rather than a fraction. It does not make sense to say "transport 0.5 container from port A to port B". Tactical planning models generally formulate the numbers of containers as continuous variables rather than integers because the numbers of containers are usually large (i.e., not 2, 3, or 4, but 50, 100, or 200) and cannot be predicted accurately. We hence need to examine whether such a relaxation affects tactical planning decisions.
The third one is multi-type containers. In reality, a containership transports many different types of containers, for example, 20-ft dry containers (D20), 40-ft dry containers (D40), 20-ft reefer containers (R20), 40-ft reefer containers (R40). Most models incorporate only one type of container, that is, twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs). They generally assume that one D20 is one TEU, and one D40 is equivalent to two TEUs. In terms of volume onboard ships, this transformation is reasonable because a ship slot suitable for one D40 can also be used to accommodate two D20s. However, in terms of container handling, the loading cost of a D40 is much smaller than twice the cost of a D20 because both operations involve one quay crane move. A natural question is, what loading cost should be used when modeling only TEUs? We are aware of no studies that mention this issue. In addition to this problem, we will investigate the difference in terms of computational time and optimal tactical decisions between models using TEUs and models with multi-type containers.
The fourth one is empty container repositioning (ECR), which is the result of unbalanced international trade (Song and Xu, 2012) . Most studies examine ECR at the operational level while Shintani et al. (2007) and Meng and Wang (2011a) have pointed out that incorporating ECR in ND may lead to different network structures. Bell et al. (2011) and Liu et al. (2013) considered both laden and empty containers in a routing problem. Wang and Meng (2012a) formulated both laden and empty containers in fleet deployment models. We further analyze the consequence of ignoring ECR in planning models in a more general setting.
The fifth one is ship repositioning. Ships cannot be ready for any service at any time. For example, if a ship that used to serve intra-Asia demands needs to be deployed on an Europe-America service, it must first sail from Asia to Europe (or America). The associated cost cannot be neglected, although the ship may carry some cargos from Asia to Europe (or America) if the repositioning process is well planned. This type of ship repositioning cost is rarely included in liner shipping models.
The objective of this paper is to investigate from theoretical and numerical viewpoints whether these five elements, namely, (i) slot-purchasing, (ii) integer number of containers, (iii) multi-type containers, (iv) empty container repositioning, and (v) ship repositioning, should be incorporated in tactical planning models. Although ND and FD problems are quite different and require different solution techniques, the impacts of the five elements to them are similar. Hence, we use the example of the FD problem to analyze the five elements. The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we develop a mixed-integer linear programming model that captures all the above five elements as well as constraints in other studies. Second, we rigorously prove that the ship repositioning sub-problem has the property of total unimodularity, and hence ship repositioning decisions can be modeled as continuous variables. Third, we present examples demonstrating the impacts of the five elements, examine from the theoretical point of view the additional com- (Wang and Meng, 2012b) putational burden introduced by incorporating the elements in the models, and conduct extensive numerical experiments to evaluate the effects of the elements on tactical planning decisions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzes the properties of liner shipping operations. Section 3 formulates a mixedinteger linear programming model for the FD problem that captures all the elements, and examines the theoretical properties of the model. Section 4 conducts numerical experiments to evaluate the impact of these elements on tactical planning decisions. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Elements of container liner shipping
We consider a FD problem for a liner container shipping company. This company operates a number of ship routes, denoted by the set R, regularly serving a group of ports denoted by the set P . The port rotation of a ship route r ∈ R can be expressed as
where N r is the number of ports of call on the ship route and p ri is the ith port of call. Let I r be the set of ports of call of ship route r ∈ R, i.e., I r = {1, 2, · · · , N r }. Defining p r,Nr+1 = p r1 , the voyage from p ri to p r,i+1 is called leg i, i ∈ I r . Fig. 1 shows a liner shipping network with three ship routes elaborated as follows:
The FD problem determines the type and number of ships to deploy on each ship route. If no ship is deployed on a ship route r ∈ R, then r is not operated. If a ship route r ∈ R is operated, it must have at least a weekly service frequency since weekly services are a norm in liner shipping. In the sequel, we use weekly costs and week container shipment demands unless otherwise specified.
Ships and ship repositioning
The ships available for deployment are categorized into different types denoted by V according to their load capacities, sailing speeds, operating costs and other ship-specific characteristics. We let V r ⊂ V be the set of candidate ship types for ship route r ∈ R. To maintain a weekly service frequency, usually a string of ships in the same type, rather than a single ship, is deployed. For example, suppose that in Fig. 1 it takes a 3000-TEU ship four weeks to finish a round-trip on ship route 2, which consists of time at ports and time at sea (Bell and Bichou, 2008) . Then, a string of four 3000-TEU ships must be deployed to maintain a weekly service frequency (Qi and Song, 2012) . We let M rv be the number of ships required to maintain a weekly service if ships of type v ∈ V are deployed on ship route r ∈ R. We have M rv = 4 in the above example. More than one string of ships can be deployed on a ship route. If two strings of 3000-TEU ships (8 ships) and one string of 1500-TEU ships are deployed on ship route 2, then the ship route has a thrice-weekly service frequency.
To demonstrate the concept of ship repositioning, we use the following example:
Example 1. Suppose that in Fig. 1 , currently there are two 3000-TEU ships operating on ship route 1, four 3000-TEU ships on ship route 2, one 1500-TEU ship on ship route 3, and one 3000-TEU ship in idle at the port of Colombo. Then, V = {Type 1 = 1500-TEU ships, Type 2 = 3000-TEU ships}
Suppose that V r = V , for all r ∈ R.
We further suppose that the company decides that a 3000-TEU ship should be deployed on ship route 3. Then, if the 3000-TEU ship is one that used to serve ship route 2, the ship can "phase out" from ship route 2 when it visits the port of Colombo by discharging the remaining containers onboard and "phase in" to ship route 3. If the 3000-TEU ship is the one in idle at the port of Colombo, then it can start to serve ship route 3 after a little preparation work. In both cases, the repositioning cost of the ship for serving ship route 3 is relatively small. However, if the 3000-TEU ship is one that used to serve ship route 1, then the ship must be repositioned from the itinerary of ship route 1 to the itinerary of ship route 3, and the resulting repositioning cost is much larger.
To characterize the repositioning of ships, we define S v to be the set of ship groups that are of type v ∈ V . Ships in the same group must be in the same type and have the same repositioning cost to all the ship routes. Define S := ∪ v∈V S v . We further let M s be the number of ships in group s ∈ S and c rs be the repositioning cost of a ship in group s ∈ S to ship route r ∈ R. In Example 1, ships in type 1 have only one group, i.e., S v 1 is a singleton {s 1 }, which is the 1500-TEU ship on ship route 3. We further have M s 1 = 1,c r 2 s 1 is small,c r 3 s 1 is small, andc r 1 s 1 is large. Ships in type 2 have three groups, S v 2 = {s 2 , s 3 , s 4 }. s 2 is the group of ships that are operating on ship route 1, M s 2 = 2,c r 1 s 2 is small,c r 2 s 2 is small, andc r 3 s 2 is large. s 3 is the group of ships that are operating on ship route 2, M s 3 = 4,c r 1 s 3 is small,c r 2 s 3 is small, andc r 3 s 3 is small. s 4 is the ship that is in idle at the port of Colombo, M s 4 = 1,c r 2 s 4 is small,c r 3 s 4 is small, andc r 1 s 4 is large.
It should be noted that because it is convenient to consider the weekly cost,c rs should be averaged over the planning horizon. For example, if the planning horizon is 15 weeks, and the one-off repositioning cost is $150,000, then the average repositioning cost per week is $10,000.
Multi-type laden containers
Let K be the set of container types dealt with by the liner shipping company. In the sequel, we use the example of K = {D20, D40} to demonstrate the impact of multi-type containers because they are the most common types of containers. Let W = P × P be the set of origin-destination (O-D) pairs. The number of laden containers in type k ∈ K to be transported for O-D pair (o, d) ∈ W is denoted by q k od . q k od = 0 for all k ∈ K implies that there is no container shipment demand from port o to port d. We let E k represent the volume in terms of TEUs of a container in type k ∈ K. For example, E D20 = 1 TEU and E D40 = 2 TEUs. Table 2 shows the handling price of D20 and D40 at three ports A, B, and C provided by a global shipping company, where "L" refers to laden and "E" refers to empty. For confidentiality, port names are not reported. Ports A and B are major transshipment ports and Port C is an export port. According to Table 2 , we obtain two observations: Observation 1. At the same port, the loading, discharging, and transshipment cost of a D40 is less than twice the cost of the same handling operation of a D20, when the D40 and the D20 are both laden or both empty.
Observation 2. At the same port, the transshipment cost of a container is less than the sum of loading cost and discharging cost of the same container.
Observation 1 arises from the fact that the handling of D20 and D40 involves the same quay crane move. Observation 2 arises from the fact that shipping companies are more flexible in choosing transshipment ports than export and import ports, and port operators encourage transshipment where there is spare handling capacity.
Because of Observation 1, a natural question arises: what handling cost should one use when only TEUs are modeled? Apparently, it is unreasonable to use the handling cost of D20, or use half the handling cost of D40. We suggest using the weighted average cost. For example, if two D40s and one D20 are loaded, then the average loading cost per TEU is the sum of the loading cost of two D40s and the loading cost of one D20, divided by 5 TEUs. This approach is straightforward for loading and discharging operations because the percentage of different types of containers can be derived from the container shipment demand (provided that all containers are shipped by the focal company). However, the percentage of different types of transshipment operations at a port may change because it depends on how the containers are transported. To overcome this difficulty, one can either use historical data on the percentage, or simply use the percentage of different types of containers in the overall container shipment demands.
Empty container repositioning
If the company transports 100 laden D20s from Port A to Port B, and 50 laden D20s from Port B to Port A, then Port B will have an accumulation of 50 empty containers that must be repositioned to Port A. If a port has additional empty containers, we call it a surplus port; if it is short of empty containers, we call it a deficit port; otherwise we call it a balanced port. Most studies on ECR examine the problem at the operational level by assuming that laden container routing is first planned and the residual ship capacity is used to transport empty containers (Song and Dong, 2011a,b; Dong and Song, 2012) . The following example demonstrates that such a sequential optimization approach may lead to sub-optimal planning decisions.
Example 2. Fig. 2 illustrates a shipping service network with four ports and four candidate ship routes. The candidate ship routes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are deployed with ships of 3000 TEUs, 4000 TEUs, 5000 TEUs and 3000 TEUs, respectively. Suppose that 3000 laden D20s are transported from port 1 to port 2, 4000 laden D20s from port 2 to port 3 and 5000 laden D20s from port 3 to port 4. Hence, ports 1, 2 and 3 are short of 3000, 1000, and 1000 empty D20s, respectively. Port 4 has a total of 5000 surplus empty D20s. We aim to determine which candidate ship routes to operate.
At the planning stage, if only laden containers are considered, then ship routes 1, 2, and 3 are operated and all the laden containers can be transported. Moreover, we can use excess capacity of ships deployed on the three ship routes to reposition the empty containers. That is, 5000 empty D20s are first transported from port 4 to port 3 on ship route 3, 1000 of these empty containers are then discharged at port 3 and 4000 are transshipped to the voyage from port 3 to port 2 on ship route 2, another 1000 of these 4000 empty D20s are discharged at port 2 and the remaining 3000 are transshipped to the voyage from port 2 to port 1 on ship route 1 and they will finally be discharged at port 1. Ship route 4 thus should not be operated.
However, this solution incurs high transshipment cost of empty containers since 4000 empty D20s have to be transshipped at port 3 and 3000 are transshipped at port 2. If both laden and empty containers are considered in planning and the distance from port 1 to port 4 is very short, then it is more cost-effective to operate all these four ship routes wherein ship route 4 transports 3000 empty D20s from port 4 to port 1 to save the transshipment cost incurred at port 2 and port 3.
Slot-purchasing
In many studies shown in Table 1 , the planning objective is to fulfill the container shipment demands at minimum total operating cost without considering slot-purchasing or allowing dropping some demands. Such a modeling approach may result in unreasonable decisions, as demonstrated by the example below.
Example 3. Consider a company that has 5001 D20s to transport from Singapore to Rotterdam. It has two types of ships: 5000-TEU ships and 6000-TEU ships. The company needs to make the optimal ship fleet deployment decision (empty containers are not considered for simplicity).
If we develop a model that aims to transport all the containers at minimum cost, then we will end up choosing 6000-TEU ships. This is unreasonable because the company would not deploy 1000 TEUs' more capacity because of the particular D20 that cannot be shipped. If the model aims to maximize the total profit by choosing the profitable cargo to transport, or if the model aims to minimize the total cost of fulfilling the demand while allowing for purchasing slots from other shipping companies 1 , then 5000-TEU ships will be chosen.
Note that alternatively, we can also impose a lost-sale penalty cost while not allowing purchasing slots. Mathematically, there is little difference between the treatments of slot-purchasing and lost-sale cost. Hence, we use the term "slot purchasing" to represent both treatments.
It should be mentioned that Example 3 is very simple and in reality nobody will make the mistake of choosing 6000-TEU ships. However, when deploying ships in a complex network, the deficiencies of ignoring slot-purchasing may not be easily identified by expert judgement. Note further that because of slot-purchasing, the sets of surplus and deficit ports of empty containers cannot be determined a priori as they depend on how many containers are transported by slot-purchasing. Similar to slot-purchasing for laden containers, we also incorporate the possibility of not repositioning all empty containers while incurring a certain penalty cost.
Integer number of containers
In reality the numbers of containers to be handled and transported must be integers and it may not be accurate using continuous variables to model the numbers of containers. We give two examples showing that the optimal container transportation decisions may change if the integrality of the numbers of containers is relaxed.
Example 4. Consider a company that has 4001 D20s and 500 D40s to transport from Singapore to Rotterdam. 5000-TEU ships are deployed. The slotpurchasing cost for a D20 is $500 and for a D40 is $800. The company needs to determine the minimum slot-purchasing cost (empty containers are not considered for simplicity).
When the numbers of slots to purchase for the two types of containers are modeled as continuous variables, then at the optimal solution half a D40 will be transported by slot-purchasing, and the resulting cost is $400. Nevertheless, because of the integrality of the numbers of containers, in reality a Figure 3 : Non-integer number of containers D20 will eventually be transported by slot-purchasing, and the resulting cost is $500.
Example 5. Consider the example in Fig. 3 where 1250-TEU ships are deployed on the ship route. There are three O-D port pairs, each having a demand of 400 D40s. Note that the volume of a D40 is 2 TEUs. The slot-purchasing cost is $1000/container. The company needs to determine the minimum slot-purchasing cost (empty containers are not considered for simplicity).
When the numbers of containers are modeled as continuous variables, at the optimal solution 312.5 D40s in each O-D port pair are transported by the company itself, that is, a total of (400 − 312.5) × 3 = 262.5 D40s are transported by slot-purchasing. Nevertheless, because of the integrality of the numbers of containers, one can easily compute that at the optimal solution a total of 88 + 88 + 87 = 263 D40s are actually transported by slot-purchasing.
Example 5 actually shows that even if there is only one type of container and the demands and ship capacities are all integer multiples of containers, the optimal numbers of containers that are handled and transported can still be non-integer. In spite of Examples 4 and 5, we conjecture that the rational behind using continuous variables in the literature is that the numbers of containers are usually very large, and e.g. rounding 321.4 to 321 does not have a considerable effect on the models. Moreover, the difference between the tactical plan and the actual execution/operations could be much larger than the errors caused by treating containers as continuous variables. We will check the validity of the continuous relaxation numerically in Section 4.
A mixed-integer linear programming model
In this section we develop a mixed-integer linear programming (MIP) model for the FD problem that captures the five elements of slot-purchasing, integer number of containers, multi-type containers, empty container repositioning, and ship repositioning. Although the basic version of the model has only integer decision variables, we will see later that some variables can be relaxed or approximated by continuous variables, and hence we refer to the model as a MIP model. We first list the decision variables, the parameters, and the sets used in the model.
Decision variables
Fleet deployment variables x rv : An integer variable indicating the number of strings of ships in type v ∈ V deployed on ship route r ∈ R for maintaining weekly services; Ship repositioning variables m rs : Number of ships from group s ∈ S to be deployed on ship route r ∈ R; Container transportation variables f ok ri : Number of containers in type k ∈ K that originate from port o ∈ P and are transported on leg i ∈ I r of ship route r ∈ R; f ok r0 is defined as f ok rNr ; f e rik : Number of empty containers in type k ∈ K that are transported on leg i ∈ I r of ship route r ∈ R; f e r0k is defined as f e rNrk ; u e pk : Number of surplus empty containers in type k ∈ K at port p ∈ P ; u e pk < 0 if the port is deficit in empty containers in type k ∈ K; y k od : Number of containers in type k ∈ K from port o ∈ P to port d ∈ P that are shipped by slot-purchasing; y +e pk : Number of empty containers in type k ∈ K that should be repositioned to deficit port p ∈ P but are not repositioned; y −e pk : Number of empty containers in type k ∈ K that should be repositioned from surplus port p ∈ P but are not repositioned; z e rik : Number of loading operations (including loading at the surplus port and transshipment) of empty containers in type k ∈ K at the i th port of call on ship route r ∈ R, i ∈ I r ; z ok ri : Number of loading operations (including loading at the origin port and transshipment, as transshipment consists of a discharging operation and a loading operation) of containers in type k ∈ K that originate from port o ∈ P at the i th port of call on ship route r ∈ R, i ∈ I r ; z ok ri : Number of discharging operations (including discharging at the destination port and transshipment) of containers in type k ∈ K that originate from port o ∈ P at the i th port of call on ship route r ∈ R, i ∈ I r ; z ok ri : Number of containers in type k ∈ K that originate from port o ∈ P and are transshipped at the i th port of call on ship route r ∈ R, i ∈ I r ; z e rik : Number of discharging operations (including discharging at the deficit port and transshipment) of empty containers in type k ∈ K at the i th port of call on ship route r ∈ R, i ∈ I r ; z e rik : Number of empty containers in type k ∈ K that are transshipped at the i th port of call on ship route r ∈ R, i ∈ I r ; z pk : Total number of loading operations (including loading at the origin port and transshipment) of laden containers in type k ∈ K at port p ∈ P ; z pk : Total number of discharging operations (including discharging at the destination port and transshipment) of laden containers in type k ∈ K at port p ∈ P ; z pk : Total number of laden containers in type k ∈ K that are transshipped at port p ∈ P ; z e pk : Total number of loading operations (including loading at the surplus port and transshipment) of empty containers in type k ∈ K at port p ∈ P ; z e pk : Total number of discharging operations (including discharging at the deficit port and transshipment) of empty containers in type k ∈ K at port p ∈ P ; z e pk : Total number of empty containers in type k ∈ K that are transshipped at port p ∈ P ; Parameters c rv : Operating cost of one string of ships of type v ∈ V on ship route r ∈ R; c rs : Repositioning cost of a ship in group s ∈ S to ship route r ∈ R; c pk : Loading cost of a laden container in type k ∈ K at port p ∈ P ; c pk : Discharging cost of a laden container in type k ∈ K at port p ∈ P ; c pk : Transshipment cost of a laden container in type k ∈ K at port p ∈ P ; c e pk : Loading cost of an empty container in type k ∈ K at port p ∈ P ; c e pk : Discharging cost of an empty container in type k ∈ K at port p ∈ P ; c e pk : Transshipment cost of an empty container in type k ∈ K at port p ∈ P ; E k : Volume of a container in type k ∈ K; E v : Capacity of a ship in type v ∈ V ; g k od : Slot-purchasing cost for a laden container in type k ∈ K from port o ∈ P to port d ∈ P ; g +e pk : Penalty cost for not repositioning an empty container in type k ∈ K to a deficit port p ∈ P ; g −e pk : Penalty cost for not repositioning an empty container in type k ∈ K from a surplus port p ∈ P ; M rv : Number of ships required to maintain a weekly service if ships of type v ∈ V is deployed on ship route r ∈ R; M s : Number of ships in ship group s ∈ S; q k od : Number of laden containers in type k ∈ K to be transported from port o ∈ P to port d ∈ P ; Sets I r : Set of sequences of ports of call on ship route r ∈ R; I rp : Set of sequences of calls at port p ∈ P on ship route r ∈ R, I rp ⊂ I r ; K: Set of container types; P : Set of ports; R: Set of ship routes; R p : Set of ship routes that visit port p ∈ P , R p ⊂ R; R v : Set of ship routes on which ship type v ∈ V is a candidate; S: Set of ship groups; S v : Set of ship groups in ship type v ∈ V , S v ⊂ S; V : Set of ship types; V r : Set of candidate ship types for ship route r ∈ R, V r ⊂ V 
subject to: pk , ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K (15)
z pk = r∈Rp i∈Irp o∈Pẑ ok ri , ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K (17)
z pk ≤ẑ pk , ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K (19) z pk ≤z pk , ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K (20)
r∈Rp i∈Irpẑ e rik , ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K (21)
r∈Rp i∈Irpz e rik , ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K
z e pk ≤ẑ e pk , ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K (23) z e pk ≤z e pk , ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K (24)
The objective function (6) minimizes the total cost: the first term is the operating cost of ships on ship routes; the second term is ship repositioning cost; the third term is the laden container loading cost at the origin ports and discharging cost at the destination ports; the fourth term is the laden container transshipment cost; the fifth term is the empty container loading cost at surplus ports and discharging cost at deficit ports; the sixth term is the empty container transshipment cost; the seventh term is the slotpurchasing cost; the eighth term is the penalty cost for not repositioning empty containers. Eq. (7) imposes that the total number of ships in each type that are deployed does not exceed the number of available ships. Eq. (8) requires that the number of ships taken from all ship groups is equal to the number of ships deployed on a ship route. Eq. (9) enforces that the total number of ships deployed on all ship routes from a ship group does not exceed the number of ships in that group. Note that Eqs. (8) and (9) actually imply Eq. (7). We keep Eq. (7) because it is incorporated in most tactical planning models in the literature whereas Eqs. (8) and (9) are unique to our model which considers ship repositioning. Eq. (10) imposes that the total volume of laden and empty containers flowing on each voyage leg of each ship route does not exceed the capacity of the ships deployed on the ship route. Eq. (11) is the laden container flow conservation equation. Eq. (12) defines that for each port pair, the number of laden containers that are transported by the company's own ships is equal to the demand minus the purchased slots. Eq. (13) requires that the number of containers that are shipped by slot-purchasing does not exceed the demand. Eq. (13) (14) is the empty container flow conservation equation. Eq. (15) defines that the number of empty containers that are transported from a port, is equal to the surplus number plus the number of containers that should be repositioned to the port minus the number that should be repositioned from the port. Eq. (16) defines the number of surplus empty containers in each type at each port. Eqs. (17) and (18) define the total loading and discharging operations of laden containers, respectively. Eqs. (19) and (20) require that the number of transshipped containers at each port does not exceed the number of loading operations and discharging operations, respectively. Eqs. (21)- (24) and y −e * pk must equal 0. Second, according to Observation 2,c pk <ĉ pk +c pk . Hence, we havez * pk = min{ẑ * pk ,z * pk }. In other words, using Eqs. (19) and (20) to relax the constraint z pk = min{ẑ pk ,z pk }, ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K does not change the optimal solution. Third, based on a similar argument for empty container transshipment, we havez e * pk = min{ẑ e * pk ,z e * pk }. Therefore, the model [FD] successfully formulates all the five elements of liner shipping.
Computational analysis
Capturing integer numbers of containers requires the integrality constraints in Eqs. (27)-(32). As demonstrated in Examples 3 and 4, strictly speaking, these integrality constraints cannot be relaxed as continuous constraints. Evidently, the integrality constraints make the problem more difficult to solve.
Allowing slot-purchasing and not repositioning all empty containers introduces a few variables, namely, y Incorporating multi-type containers in the model increases the number of variables roughly to |K| times as large as the model with only TEUs. However, if the numbers of containers are modeled as continuous variables, then incorporating multi-type containers only increases the number of continuous variables and does not increase the number of integer variables (x rv and m rs ). Therefore, the resulting computational burden may be acceptable.
Considering ECR does not make the model much more challenging. In fact, the variables associated with empty containers have scripts r, i, and k (e.g., f e rik ), while variables of laden containers have scripts r, i, o, and k (e.g., f ok ri ). Therefore, in terms of computational time, considering ECR in the model is almost the same as a model without ECR but with one more port in the network.
Modeling ship repositioning introduces more integer variables m rs . The number of these new integer variables is usually larger than the number of integer FD variables x rv because |S| ≥ |V | and in most cases |S| is several times as large as |V |. The large number of integer variables m rs seems to be challenging because (i) the computational time of MIP models increases exponentially with the number of integer variables and (ii) the integer variables m rs lead to a large number of symmetric solutions in the FD problem. However, after carefully examining the model, we identify a nice property: Theorem 1. The integrality constraints on m rs can be relaxed as continuous constraints because at least in one of the optimal solutions all the m rs variables are integer.
Proof. If we relax the integrality constraints on m rs , let x * rv be the optimal fleet deployment decision, then the optimal value of m rs is the solution to the following ship repositioning model (SRM) 
The right-hand sides of the constraints of [SRM] are all integers, and hence we only need to prove that the left-hand coefficient matrix of the constraints (34)- (35) of [SRM] is totally unimodular (Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988) . First, all entries of the matrix are either 1 or 0. Second, each column has exactly two 1's. Third, if we partition the matrix into two, one corresponding to constraint (34), and the other corresponding to constraint (35), then the sum of all entries in each column of either matrix is 1. Therefore, the coefficient matrix is totally unimodular. As a result, all extreme points of the domain of [SRM] are integral. Hence, at least one optimal solution of m rs is integral and all the extreme optimal solutions are integral.
We turn to Example 1 to better appreciate Theorem 1. Recall that V = {v 1 , v 2 }, S v 1 = {s 1 }, and S v 2 = {s 2 , s 3 , s 4 }. Using matrix form, Eq. (34) is:
It is not difficult to see that the combined coefficient matrix of Eqs. (37) and (38) is totally unimodular. The importance of Theorem 1 lies in that it implies that incorporating ship repositioning will only slightly increase the computational burden because only a small number of continuous variables are introduced.
Numerical experiments
In this section we conduct randomly generated numerical experiments to see whether the elements -slot-purchasing, integer number of containers, multi-type containers, empty container repositioning, and ship repositioning -affect tactical planning decisions. If an element significantly affects the decisions, then it should be incorporated in the planning models. If an element has a little impact on the decisions, and incorporating it does not increase or only slightly increases the computational difficulty, then it may also be incorporated in the planning models.
The numerical examples are generated as follows. We consider a total of |P | = 20 ports, uniformly scattered in a 2000 n mile × 2000 n mile area. The distance between two ports is assumed to be the length of the line segment connecting the ports. |R| = 5 ship routes are generated randomly, and each ship route has a maximum of I r = 12 ports of call. |V | = 2 types of ships are considered: 1500-TEU ships and 5000-TEU ships. The weekly operating costs of a 1500-TEU ship and a 5000-TEU ship are $245,000 and $560,000, respectively; the sailing speeds are 15 knots and 20 knots; and the times spent at each port of call are 24 hours and 36 hours, respectively. The set of candidate ship types V r = V for all ship routes r ∈ R. The number of ships in a string to maintain a weekly service M rv is calculated by rounding the round-trip time divided by 168 hours/week to the nearest integer (if the nearest integer is 0, then it is rounded to 1). 25% of port pairs have container shipment demand. If a port pair has demand, its demand (TEUs) is generated from uniform distribution U (1, x) , where x can be 100, 150, or 200. At most two types of containers are considered, i.e., D20 and D40. The slot-purchasing cost for a D20 is assumed to be 1000+0.2×distance of the two ports; the cost for a D40 is 1500+0.4×distance of the two ports.
The experiments are coded with matlab, and the mixed-integer linear programming models are solved by CPLEX-12.2.
Result of slot-purchasing
We first examine the results with and without considering slot-purchasing. At this step, we only consider D20, assume continuous numbers of containers, and do not incorporate ECR or ship repositioning. The loading, discharging, and transshipment costs for one laden D20 is assumed to be $120, $120, $150, respectively, at all ports.
We report the results of 15 randomly generated test instances in Table 3. In instances A01-A05, if an O-D pair has demand, its demand is generated from uniform distribution U (1, 100), in B01-B05, the demand is from U (1, 150), and in C01-C05, the demand is from U (1, 200). Note that we use different random numbers in each instance, and hence the whole networks are different in different instances. The column "Demand" is the total laden container shipment demand (TEUs) over all O-D pairs in the network. For each instance, first, we solve [FD] considering slot-purchasing. Let x I represent the resulting optimal fleet deployment solution, "CI" (cost 1) be the optimal total cost and "Slot1" be the total volume of containers (TEUs) that are transported by slot-purchasing. Next, we solve [FD] without allowing slot-purchasing, i.e., we add constraint y k od = 0, ∀o ∈ P, ∀d ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K to model [FD] 2 . Let x II represent the resulting optimal fleet deployment solution and "CII" (cost 2) be the optimal total cost. The total volume of containers (TEUs) that are transported by slot-purchasing, denoted by "Slot2", is 0. Finally, we fix the fleet deployment decision at x II , allow slot-purchasing, and solve the model again. That is, we solve [FD] by adding the constraint x rv = x II rv , ∀r ∈ R, ∀v ∈ V r and removing the constraint y k od = 0, ∀o ∈ P, ∀d ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K. Let "CIII" (cost 3) be the optimal total cost and "Slot3" be the optimal total volume of containers (TEUs) that are transported by slot-purchasing in this situation. Note that if x I = x II , then CI=CIII and Slot1=Slot3.
The column (CII-CI)/CI in Table 3 demonstrates that excluding slotpurchasing leads to an overestimation of the total cost. For example, in instance C03, the resulting cost is 20.80% higher than the cost allowing slot-purchasing. The column (CIII-CI)/CI in Table 3 implies that ignoring slot-purchasing frequently leads to significantly different and inferior FD decisions. Among the total 15 instances, only in A02 and B04 the FD decisions are the same with and without allowing slot-purchasing. Therefore, it is important to incorporate slot-purchasing in tactical planning models.
In B01, Slot3=16 indicates that although all the containers can be transported by the company itself with the FD decision x II , it is more cost-effective to purchase some slots. This is because the distances of some port pairs are short, but a number of handling operations are needed if the company transports the containers by itself due to the network structure. As a result, the total handling cost is higher than slot-purchasing cost.
Outcome of integer number of containers
We then investigate the outcomes of using integer and continuous numbers of containers in the models. At this step, we consider multi-type containers: D20 and D40, allow slot-purchasing, and do not incorporate ECR or ship repositioning. The loading, discharging, and transshipment costs for one laden D20 are assumed to be $120, $120, $150, respectively, at all ports; the costs for one laden D40 are $130, $130, $150, respectively, at all ports. We report the results of 15 randomly generated test instances in Table 4 . The columns "CI" and "Slot1" correspond to the model with integer numbers of containers, and "CII" and "Slot2" correspond to the model with continuous numbers of containers. The result in column "Slot2" implies that when the numbers of containers are relaxed as continuous variables, in most cases not all container numbers are integer. The column (CII-CI)/CI suggests that relaxing the integrality of numbers of containers frequently underestimates the total cost. However, the underestimation is marginal: less than 0.01% in all the instances. In addition to the results in Table 4 , we find that the optimal FD decisions using integer and continuous numbers of containers are identical for all the 15 instances. Therefore, we conclude that relaxing the integrality of numbers of containers is a good approximation that generally would not lead to sub-optimal decisions.
Note that Table 4 further demonstrates that the relaxed model of [FD] by formulating the numbers of containers as continuous variables is very tight: the relative optimality gap is less than 0.01% in all the instances. Therefore, even if we impose integer constraints on the numbers of containers, the model can still be computed efficiently after a few number of branch-andbound processes. Note further that if the planning models are solved in a column generation fashion, then the numbers of containers generally cannot be formulated as integer variables because otherwise dual information cannot be obtained.
Effect of multi-type containers
We then test the effects of modeling only TEUs versus incorporating multi-type containers in the formulation. We consider D20 and D40, allow slot-purchasing, use continuous numbers of containers, and do not incorporate ECR or ship repositioning. The loading and discharging costs for one laden D20 are both assumed to be $120 at all ports; the costs for one laden D40 are both $130 at all ports. The transshipment costs of a laden D20 and a laden D40 are the same at each port, and are randomly selected from {$150, 
We report the results of 15 randomly generated test instances in Table 5 . The columns "CI" and "Slot1" correspond to the model with multi-type containers, and "CII" and "Slot2" correspond to the model with only TEUs. The column (CII-CI)/CI suggests that using only TEUs may overestimate or underestimate the total cost. However, the relative difference is small: less than 0.5% in all the instances. In addition to the results in Table 5 , we find that the optimal FD decisions using multi-type containers and only TEUs are identical for all the 15 instances. Therefore we argue that modeling only TEUs in tactical planning models is acceptable, provided that the handling cost is averaged in a reasonable manner. Note that it is also advantageous to model only TEUs in tactical planning models, and then fix the planning decisions and optimize container flow considering multi-type containers to obtain a more accurate total cost. 
Consequence of empty container repositioning
We then study the consequences of considering and not considering ECR in the models. At this step, we include only D20, allow slot-purchasing, use continuous numbers of containers, and do not incorporate ship repositioning. The loading and discharging costs of an empty D20 are both $80 at all ports, and the transshipment cost is randomly selected from {$120, $60}. The penalty g +e p,D20 = $200 and g −e p,D20 = $100 at all ports. We report the results of 15 randomly generated test instances in Table 6 . The columns "CI" and "Slot1" correspond to the model with ECR, whose optimal fleet deployment solution is denoted by x I , "CII" and "Slot2" correspond to the model without ECR (that is, the company does not need to reposition empty containers), whose optimal fleet deployment solution is denoted by x II , and "CIII" and "Slot3" correspond to the model with ECR while the fleet deployment decision is fixed at x II . "Slot1", "Slot2", and "Slot3" refer to laden containers only. The column (CII-CI)/CI suggests that ignoring ECR will underestimate the total cost by up to 5.6% (instance C17). The column (CIII-CI)/CI demonstrates that in 5 of the 15 instances, we have x I = x II . In other words, in one third of the instances, ignoring ECR leads to suboptimal FD decisions. Therefore, we suggest including ECR in all tactical planning models.
Impact of ship repositioning
Finally, we work on the impacts of ship repositioning. At this step, we include only D20, allow slot-purchasing, use continuous numbers of contain- decision is fixed at x II . "Slot1", "Slot2", and "Slot3" refer to laden containers only. The column (CII-CI)/CI suggests that ignoring ship repositioning will underestimate the total cost by up to 3.2% (instance A25). The column (CIII-CI)/CI demonstrates that in 1 of the 15 instances, we have x I = x II . In other words, in only one instance, ignoring ship repositioning leads to suboptimal FD decisions, and the relative difference of the cost is 0.2% (instance C22). Therefore it is generally safe to make tactical planning decisions without considering ship repositioning. Note that it is possible to model tactical planning problems without ship repositioning, and then fix the planning decisions and examine ship repositioning cost to obtain a more accurate total cost.
Conclusions
We have examined the impact of five elements -slot-purchasing, integer number of containers, multi-type containers, empty container repositioning, and ship repositioning -on tactical planning models for container liner shipping. We have presented examples to demonstrate that in theory all these elements may affect tactical planning decisions. To analyze the effects of incorporating/ignoring the elements in planning models on computational efficiency and on the tactical decisions, we have developed a mixed-integer linear programming model that captures all these elements. Theoretical analysis shows that incorporating slot-purchasing and empty container repositioning has little impact on the computational efficiency of the planning models; considering integer number of containers and multi-type containers will increase the number of integer variables and continuous variables, respectively, and hence adversely affect the computational time; including ship repositioning has a marginal consequence on the computational time of the models as the ship repositioning sub-problem has the integrality property due to its totally unimodular coefficient matrix of the constraints. Extensive numerical experiments demonstrate that slot-purchasing and empty container repositioning have the largest impact on tactical planning decisions and relaxing the numbers of containers as continuous variables has little impact on the decisions. Therefore, we suggest incorporating slot-purchasing and empty container repositioning in all tactical planning models. Multi-type containers and ship repositioning may be included if the resulting planning models are tractable. If they are not included in planning models, after the tactical decisions are obtained, the total cost should be re-calculated while considering multi-type containers and ship repositioning by fixing the tactical decisions at the obtained value. The numbers of containers can be modeled as continuous variables without affecting or with little effect on tactical planning decisions and the total cost.
